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Keeping up the momentum

Y3 and Y4 traditionally national “dip” years in standards (Y3 more so) - can’t 
afford to take the foot off the gas

Attendance is key – 96% minimum

Multiplication Tables Check (MTC) June – 25 questions, all times tables 
(although tends not to be the easy ones!), online, 6 seconds per questions

Research shows parental influence is more important than school –– you 
don’t to know everything they’re learning, just show them you’re interested



Being a learner
• Increasing independence 

• Yes they will find some learning tricky and that’s ok

Comfort zone no learning→stretch zone good learning→panic zone no learning

They need to be in stretch zone. The occasional dip into panic zone is 
no bad thing as they need to learn how to cope when things go wrong. 
Comfort zone is fine very occasionally.

• We teach using “I do (I’ll show you how), we do (let’s do it together), 
you do (now you do it by yourself)”. Try it at home!

• High expectations – we make no excuses for this!



Phonics

Still important, needed for tackling unfamiliar words in reading and 
spelling

Help children build the words at home when they’re stuck – don’t jump 
in too quickly



Reading

• Increasing length and complexity of texts

• Comprehension is key – lots of talking about what’s going on

• Really focus on prosody (ie reading with expression) – try echo 
reading (you read some sentences to them with good expression, and 
they read the same sentences back to you with the same expression

• Put the subtitles on – they’ll be reading without thinking about it!



Writing – this is the expected standard for the 
end of year 4 (and it must be joined up!)
Dark storms were heading towards me when I started to hunt down fresh fish and 
juicy berries when a vast eagle came soaring down to the cracked, grassy ground. 
Creeping silently I stepped closer to the eagle but I jumped when I saw the poor 
bird had a razor sharp dagger plunged deep down in his right wing! Charging 
towards my wooden stick hut, with a bleeding eagle under my muscular arm. 
Suddenly, a blast of strong wind pushed me backwards into my magnificent stick 
hut! It was almost like a livid bull crashing into the rickety hut. 

I am well known for taking care of wounded animals in Sherwood Forest, I am 
usually called the forest healer! Going back to the hut, it was shattered to pieces 
but luckily all of the hurt animals had scampered away into the wild. There was 
plenty of food around the area where I lived. A few days later, I took the blood 
stained knife out of the eagle, which I called Dagger because I found it in his 
swollen wing. Soon Dagger learnt to fly. When he left, I went for a peaceful saunter 
in the forest.



Maths

• Number bonds are key and must be learnt

• Times tables must be learnt



Homelearning

• 20 mins daily reading

• Daily times tables practice

• Y3/4 spelling list and spelling convention practice

• Learning information on knowledge organisers (in sections)

• Weekly practice of key arithmetic (SLOP – shed loads of practice) – this probably won’t start for a while, and 
will be practice of skills they’ve already been taught

If you’re having a particularly busy week at home, concentrate on the reading and the times tables

• Please don’t teach them ways of doing things different from those we are showing them – it’s very 
confusing!


